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LIOT PARTY OF FREEDOM INDEPENDENT&OVERSEAS WILL VOTE NON
CONFIDENCE AMID 49,3 
AGAINST GOVERNMENT, MOTION OF CENSOR

Paris, Washington DC, 18.03.2023, 17:14 Time

USPA NEWS - Since the announcement by PM Elisabeth Borne of the use of decree 49.3, groups of people, spontaneous,
undeclared, have proved many clashes and violence. French Government is in terrible turmoil, after two months (since 19 January
2023) of protests against the pension reform, carrying millions of protesters (up to 3,4 M people, according to the inter Unions
composed of 8 largest Unions). For the very first time, unionists showed a strong unity and stop up fro weeks against the pension
reform, led by the PM Elisabeth Borne, at the French Parliament. The PM triggered the decree 49,3, (which she has used ten times
already since she is in the PM’s office). This constitutional tool enables to force the passing of any law, without usine the MP’s vote".
Since then, the LIOT ( 20 MP’s, Freedom, Independent, Overseas Territories), announced the Non Confidence Vote due to the 49,3
decree, against the current government , next Monday 20 march 2023. The Borne’s government might fall next week, if the Censor
Motion collects enough MP’s voting the non confidence, with at least 287 votes. 

Since the announcement yesterday by PM Elisabeth Borne of the use of decree 49.3, groups of people, spontaneous, undeclared,
have proved many clashes and violence.
French Government is in terrible turmoil, after two months (since 19 January 2023) of protests against the pension reform, carrying
millions of protesters (up to 3,4 M people, according to the inter Unions composed of 8 largest Unions). For the very first time,
unionists showed a strong unity and stop up fro weeks against the pension reform, led by the PM Elisabeth Borne, at the French
Parliament. The PM triggered the decree 49,3, (which she has used ten times already since she is in the PM’s office). This
constitutional tool enables to force the passing of any law, without usine the MP’s vote". Since then, the LIOT ( 20 MP’s, Freedom,
Independent, Overseas Territories), announced the Non Confidence Vote due to the 49,3 decree, against the current government ,
next Monday 20 march 2023. The Borne’s government might fall next week, if the Censor Motion collects enough MP’s voting the non
confidence, with at least 287 votes.

“The LIOT group, which stands for Libertés, Independents, Outre-mer et Territoires, will file a motion of censure to try to overthrow
Elisabeth Borne in the coming days and believes that it can convince widely, from the NUPES (Ecologists, Socialists, Communists, LFI
Far Left) , to the RN via the LR ." The LIOT group is a mix of twenty very large deputies, ranging from certain socialists, centrists (UDI)
including the famous Charles de Courson (deputy for decades) and the Guadeloupean Olivier Serva, also known personality of the
French Parliament.
On the side of the Republicans, whose group (LR) represents only 61 deputies in the National Assembly, president of the party, is
more divided than but, despite what President Eric Ciotti claims, who opposes the vote of the motions of censure. While many
deputies, including Aurelien Pradie who says he "reflects" on putting a motion of censure against the government"

In total out of the 577 seats, four are vacant at the moment, so there are 573 left. There have been some voters announced, far, 264,
for a vote FOR the Non confidence versus 308 AGAINST + ABSTENTIONS for the motion of censor against the current government
led by the Prime Minister, Elisabeth Borne .

Article online:
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